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John Cassara first became aware that Delaware was a problem around the turn of the millennium.

Commanding, chiseled, and intense, with a thatch of graying hair, Cassara spent twenty-six years investigating international drug traffickers, arms dealers, and terrorist cells for the US government.

Cassara began his career as a CIA operative in the late 1970s, recruiting spies in Angola and writing reports that often found their way into President Ronald Reagan’s daily CIA briefing. He went on to work for the Secret Service and then the US Customs Service. He went undercover to expose arms dealers trying to break the US trade embargo on apartheid South Africa. He worked with the Italian authorities to investigate money laundering by the Mafia. He worked in the Middle East, probing cases of fraud, intellectual property rights, smuggling, and high-tech crimes.

The United States at that time was a global leader in countering money laundering. In 1986, it became the first country in the world to make money laundering a crime, enacting a powerful law with tough penalties and extraterritorial reach and authorizing civil penalty lawsuits by the government.
These days, Cassara is widely recognized as an expert on the subject. He's one of very few people to have been both an intelligence agent for the Secret Service and a US Treasury special agent. He’s testified to a string of congressional committees on complex issues such as alternative remittance systems and trade-based money laundering.

In the late 1990s, he was working back in Washington at the US Treasury, in the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), a somewhat obscure department that had been established a decade earlier to help detect, investigate, and prosecute domestic and international money laundering and other financial crimes. Cassara toiled away in FinCEN’s small international division, tasked with cooperating with similar agencies in other countries to investigate financial wrongdoing.

In 1995, the United States joined the Egmont Group, an alliance of these agencies from 152 countries that have pledged to share their expertise and financial intelligence to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. The group took its name from the location of its founding meeting: the Egmont Arenberg Palace, an elegant sixteenth-century mansion in Brussels that hosted the fencing events for the 1920 Summer Olympics. Today the palace houses Belgium’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

FinCEN, which employs a few hundred people, takes in financial intelligence such as currency transaction reports, analyzes that information, and distributes it for law enforcement purposes. The agency shares the information with its colleagues in the Treasury, with other US government departments such as the FBI and the Drug Enforcement Agency, and with states and municipal authorities.

As part of its commitment as an Egmont Group member, FinCEN also shares information with foreign governments, if it’s working on joint investigations with them. Cassara recalls fielding calls from his law enforcement counterparts in other countries who were on the trail of suspects in a terrorist investigation or a money-laundering probe. When the trail led to the United States, the foreign agency would ask Cassara if FinCEN could supply information to help their investigation. Cassara wanted to help, but often he couldn’t. There was no information to be had.
Cassara knew there was no point in even asking. “Every time that happened, we would have to say, ‘There is nothing we can do,’” he recalls. “These weren’t isolated incidents. This happened repeatedly, on multiple cases. There were so many that I can’t even remember which the first one was, the first time I ever heard about it.”

One dead end that Cassara and his colleagues frequently ran up against was the US state of Delaware. The process of creating a company in Delaware didn’t require any information to be collected about the real, individual owners of companies—what lawyers call the “beneficial owners.” Even if Cassara had secured permission from Delaware authorities to pursue the investigation, he would not have been able to find any useful information.

His department would go through the motions. They knew they couldn’t get anything out of Delaware, but they would search their databases to see what they could find—information in the public domain or on commercial databases. It was rarely sufficient or particularly useful, and it made Cassara feel both irritated and embarrassed. “We’d write it up and send it back to them saying, ‘We’re sorry, we can’t get anything out of Delaware. We can’t answer your specific question, but we do have a little bit of additional information.’ We would always try to give them something, but far too often, the answer was, ‘There’s nothing in the database. We can’t assist.’ They were frustrated and we were frustrated.”

After Cassara left the federal government in 2005 he went around the world, training financial crime investigators in dozens of countries about money laundering and terrorist financing. During these presentations, Cassara would share his expertise and show the officials how to “follow the money.” When there was a break, one of the local officials would invariably approach him, Cassara recalls. “They’d come up to me and say, ‘Mr. John, we’re working on a money-laundering case in my country, and the trail goes to this place in the United States called Delaware. Have you heard of it?’ I’d nod, and they’d say, ‘Can you help us follow the money?’ It was extremely embarrassing. I was going out there telling them how to follow the money trail, kind of criticizing what they’re not doing, and then they’d just throw it right back in my face, very politely of
course. It underlined how hypocritical it was of the United States to preach to others when we didn’t clean up our own mess.”

Eventually, Cassara gave vent to his frustrations in a blistering op-ed in the New York Times in 2013. Delaware and a few other states allowed companies to wrap themselves in multiple cloaks of anonymity, Cassara argued, and had “become nearly synonymous with underground financing, tax evasion and other bad deeds facilitated by anonymous shell companies.”

That wasn’t just speculation.

The first thing you notice is the lighthouses. You can’t miss them on the way into Rehoboth Beach, a community on the Atlantic Coast in southern Delaware, about a 100-mile drive down the coast from Wilmington. The lighthouses are decorative rather than cautionary, adorning shopping malls and traffic signs. Rehoboth Beach is a typical seaside town—heaving in the summer, dead in the winter. It’s about one square mile, with lots of trees almost all the way to the shore. Its main street is dotted with restaurants, bars, and curiosity shops selling shells and assorted maritime tchatchkes.

The 1,400 or so permanent residents of Rehoboth Beach are a somewhat mixed bunch. Not racially—the town is overwhelmingly white—but they do include retired Midwesterners, assorted beach bums and hippies, middle-aged gay couples, and Tom Larson, imperial wizard of a Ku Klux Klan affiliate organization called the East Coast Knights of the True Invisible Empire.

The town is particularly popular with the politicians, their staff, and lobbyists who work on Capitol Hill, roughly two hours away if you don’t get stuck in a weekend traffic jam. In 2001, top Republican lobbyists Jack Abramoff and Michael Scanlon established what was billed to clients as a “premiere international think tank” with the generically pompous title the American International Center. Scanlon asked two of his childhood friends to run it: Brian Mann, a yoga instructor, and David Grosh, a lifeguard. They operated out of a small house at 53 Baltimore Avenue, across the street from the yoga studio where Mann worked and two blocks from the beach.
Neither Mann nor Grosh was qualified to run a think tank. In a 2005 Senate hearing, Grosh recalled his initial conversation with Scanlon, who he said had asked him, “Do you want to be head of an international corporation?” It was a proposal Grosh said was “a hard one to turn down,” particularly after “I asked him what I had to do, and he said ‘Nothing.’ So that sounded pretty good to me.”

The think tank on the beach was part of Abramoff and Scanlon’s scheme to steal millions from the Native American tribes who were their clients. This involved tribes paying money to the American International Center and other shell companies, which, in turn, paid money to Abramoff and Scanlon. The American International Center paid Abramoff about $1.7 million in lobbying fees from 2001 through 2003. Grosh got free accommodation in the beach house and $3,000 in cash. Mann did better, scoring four lavish trips to the Caribbean island of St. Barts, paid for by Scanlon. Meanwhile, Abramoff and Scanlon each bought luxury real estate in Rehoboth Beach.

In 2005, Scanlon agreed to testify against Abramoff, pleaded guilty, and was ordered to repay $20 million to his former clients. Abramoff was found guilty the following year and sentenced to six years in federal prison. In 2010, Abramoff’s story was made into a feature film, Casino Jack. Barry Pepper played Scanlon. Kevin Spacey played Abramoff.

The scandal was merely one in a string of international criminal and otherwise dubious activities—some illegal, some strictly legal but less than ethical—linked to Delaware in the first two decades of the twenty-first century.

There were US political scandals. In 2018, Paul Manafort, the flamboyant and vain former campaign chairman for ex-president Donald Trump, was convicted on eight counts of hiding millions of dollars in foreign accounts to evade taxes and repeatedly lying to banks to obtain multimillion-dollar loans. Manafort’s scheme was conducted using sixteen companies, nine of them registered in Delaware. The same year, Michael Cohen, Trump’s bumbling former lawyer and fixer, was convicted of campaign finance violations, tax fraud, and bank fraud. Cohen had become a household name when he was revealed to have tried to pay adult movie star Stormy
Daniels $130,000 to keep quiet about an alleged affair with Trump, via a limited liability company he formed in Delaware. Cohen used another Delaware LLC to pay $120,000 to former Playboy Playmate Karen McDougal to buy her silence.

There were domestic and international corporate scandals. Jeffrey Skilling, Kenneth Lay, and Andrew Fastow, the most senior executives at Enron, perpetrated one of the biggest frauds in US corporate history using a sprawling, twenty-three-state network of two thousand corporate subsidiaries, 685 of which were registered in Delaware. In 2016, LAN, the Chilean airline, was found guilty of concealing bribes to Argentine labor union bosses by using a Delaware LLC.

There were cases of international kleptocracy and dirty-dealing. Malaysian officials used eight companies in Delaware to steal billions of dollars of public funds, some of which were used to produce the 2013 Hollywood movie The Wolf of Wall Street. Frederick Chiluba, Zambia’s second president, siphoned at least $25 million from the impoverished African country, using a company registered in Delaware to help hide the money. In 2015, the government of the United Arab Emirates looked for hitmen to assassinate its political opponents in nearby Yemen. It hired Spear Operations Group, a company of mercenaries registered in Delaware.

There were cases involving the trafficking of arms, drugs, and people. In 2011, Viktor Bout, an international arms trafficker known as the “Merchant of Death,” was convicted of conspiring to kill US citizens and officials, delivering anti-aircraft missiles, and aiding terrorists. He disguised the profits from his weapons sales in part with at least two businesses registered in Delaware. Meanwhile, Serbia’s most feared crime bosses, Luka Bojović and Darko Šarić, laundered proceeds from their narcotrafficking empire through two companies registered in Delaware. In 2018, US federal agents raided the homes of the owners of Backpage, a Dutch classified ads website that served as a front for child sex trafficking. The company’s US operations were registered in Delaware.

Delaware wasn’t the exclusive US home of wrongdoing, domestic or international. Viktor Bout, for example, used ten companies registered in Texas and Florida. Paul Manafort set up companies in
Virginia, Florida, and New York. Frederick Chiluba had a company registered in Virginia.

But often when misconduct was exposed, there was a connection to a company registered in Delaware. What was it that attracted shadowy political operatives, sketchy lawyers, fraudulent lobbyists, hitmen for hire, thieving foreign officials and kleptocratic leaders, arms smugglers, international crime bosses, child sex traffickers, and manipulative corporate managers?

In his last days as New Jersey’s governor in the first two months of 1913, president-elect Woodrow Wilson gave Delaware a lasting gift. The previous summer, Wilson had been selected as the Democratic nominee at a highly dramatic convention. The delegates took forty-six ballots to decide on their candidate, the most since the Civil War half a century earlier. The choice of Wilson, who was not at the convention itself but golfing at Seagirt, the governor’s summer house on the Jersey shore, was something of a surprise. He had even been on the verge of releasing his supporters to other candidates. But Wilson had gone on to win the election handily that November against a split opposition: the sitting Republican president, William Howard Taft, and former president Theodore Roosevelt, who was running on a Progressive Party ticket.

A big issue in the campaign was how best to regulate America’s fast-growing corporations. Candidate Wilson promised to introduce better regulation and inject more competition into American capitalism. Roosevelt taunted him, saying that as governor of New Jersey, he had done nothing to rein in the growing number of corporations there.

This insult stung. Back in 1888, New Jersey had become the first state to allow corporations to own the stock of other companies, a measure that gave birth to “holding” companies with operations in several states.

The US Constitution had left the power to charter corporations in the hands of state legislatures, although from the earliest days of the United States this was in dispute. Alexander Hamilton and Thomas
Jefferson, two prominent members of President George Washington’s cabinet, had disagreed about whether the federal government should issue a federal charter to incorporate the Bank of the United States. Hamilton supported the idea and won the argument.

By the nineteenth century, the United States was gripped by fear of the growing power of corporations. Louis Brandeis, the Supreme Court justice, summed up the reasons behind this trepidation:

There was a sense of some insidious menace inherent in large aggregations of capital, particularly when held by corporations. So at first the corporate privilege was granted sparingly; and only when the grant seemed necessary in order to procure for the community some specific benefit otherwise unobtainable. It was denied because of fear. Fear of encroachment upon the liberties and opportunities of the individual. Fear of the subjection of labor to capital. Fear of monopoly. Fear that the absorption of capital by corporations, and their perpetual life, might bring evils similar to those which attended mortmain [transfers of land to the church in perpetuity].

But in the hunt for new sources of state government revenue, New Jersey had brushed aside these concerns and set out to make itself “the happy hunting ground of the large corporation.” In 1896 it loosened the law further, scrapping limits on the duration, purpose, and size of corporations, allowing them to carry on business anywhere, providing for mergers and acquisitions, and enabling them to change their charters more easily. All this happened without much corresponding increase in regulation.

If New Jersey was explicit in wooing corporations, corporations certainly reciprocated. By 1904, the Garden State was the registered home to the seven largest trusts in the United States, with a combined market capitalization of $2.5 billion—about $75 billion in 2021 dollars—as well as half of the United States’ smaller trusts. This process had a huge impact on New Jersey’s finances. By 1911, a franchise tax amounted to nearly one-third of the state’s revenues.

Delaware and other states watched jealously. “Little Delaware, gangrened with envy at the spectacle of the truck-patchers,
sand-duners, clam-diggers and mosquito wafters of New Jersey getting all the money in the country into her coffers, is determined to get her little tiny, sweet, round, baby hand into the grab-bag of sweet things before it is too late,” observed an 1899 article in the American Law Review. Along with a few other states, Delaware copied New Jersey’s legislative lead, winning some business by undercutting New Jersey’s fees, but it could not shake the Garden State’s first-mover advantage.

But the argument that had first flared up between Hamilton and Jefferson resurfaced. In 1898, concerns about corporate power were so pervasive that Congress created a commission to investigate the issue. Four years later, the commission’s final report fretted about the competition for incorporations between the states: “Two or three States have apparently, for the sake of securing a more certain revenue easily collected, bid against each other by offering more liberal inducements to corporations,” the report noted. The federal government, it recommended, should consider requiring all corporations engaged in interstate commerce to be licensed and registered with a federal bureau of corporations. At the time, some of America’s industrial titans welcomed the proposal. The leaders of Standard Oil, Federal Steel, the United States Tobacco Company, and American Steel and Wire all praised the idea of federal uniformity as superior to the fragmented patchwork of state variability.

On taking office in September 1901, President Theodore Roosevelt took up the charge. Within seventeen months, he had persuaded Congress to establish the Bureau of Corporations as part of another new federal government agency, the Department of Commerce and Labor. Its first annual report to Congress in 1904 echoed some of the earlier commission’s concerns about the effects of interstate competition for business registrations:

Each State naturally desires, chiefly for the purpose of revenue, to attract incorporation to itself by lax corporation laws. The ground has been cut from under the feet of objectors to such laws by the unanswerable proposition that if incorporators or organizers were not accommodated in the given State they could
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incorporate in a more complacent State and easily come back to the first State to do business. The logical result has been an inevitable tendency of State legislation towards the lowest level of lax regulation and of extreme favor toward this special class of incorporators, regardless of the interests of the other classes properly concerned.\textsuperscript{12}

The bureau urged Congress to introduce federal licensing or franchising for corporations involved in interstate commerce, but to leave business formation in the hands of the states; it fell short of proposing federal chartering of corporations themselves at the moment of incorporation, which would have meant stripping the states of their power to register businesses. This “modest proposal” was met by industrial companies “with so much favor,” the Wall Street Journal noted, but the New York Times saw the idea as a Washington power grab, cautioning that “before resorting to the Federal power, the resources of the State power should be more thoroughly examined.”\textsuperscript{13} By 1908 a bill was introduced in Congress proposing a system of voluntary registration for corporations with federal agencies, but with incentives for companies to comply. However, sentiment in the business community had turned against the idea, and the bill was sent for a lingering death in the Senate Judiciary Committee. The following year Roosevelt’s protégé Taft became president and once again took up the issue, proposing a national incorporation law. But while there was still support for the idea in Congress, no specific legislation emerged with any significant support. Taft became more interested in pursuing his predecessor’s antitrust legacy and lost his focus on the incorporation issue.

Wilson’s two principal opponents in the presidential election of 1912, then—Roosevelt and Taft—both had records of trying to assert federal power over the states’ incorporation business. Wilson, a reformer by instinct, had promised to clamp down on New Jersey’s lax incorporation rules in his 1910 run for governor, but when Roosevelt launched a fierce personal attack on him during the campaign for failing to follow through, Wilson had no ready defense. The Democratic presidential contender had also been deeply affected by
meeting Louis Brandeis, an energetic campaigner against powerful corporations and monopolies, in August 1912. Wilson adopted the term “regulated competition” from Brandeis, whom Wilson would later nominate to the Supreme Court. Wilson was even under pressure from within his own state, where lawmakers and citizens were getting increasingly concerned about its reputation. A month before the election, both the Republican and Democratic state conventions included antitrust proposals in their platforms, with Wilson’s own party pledging “an immediate investigation of the method of incorporation pursued in this State under our laws.”

In the wake of his November election victory, and with his inauguration scheduled for March, Wilson returned to New Jersey with a reforming zeal. He used his last annual governor’s message of January 1913 to argue for improved regulation:

> It is our duty and our present opportunity to amend the statutes of the state . . . to provide some responsible official supervision of the whole process of incorporation and provide, in addition, salutary checks upon unwarranted and fictitious increases of capital and the issuance of securities not based upon actual bona fide valuation. The honesty and soundness of business alike depend upon such safeguards. No legitimate business will be injured or harmfully restricted by them. These are matters which affect the honor and good faith of the state. We should act upon them at once and with clear purpose.

State legislators quickly introduced seven bills, dubbed the “Seven Sisters,” to ban holding companies and anticompetitive practices, require official permission for all mergers, restrict the issuing of stock, and combat price-fixing and price discrimination. A howl went up. Richard Lindabury, a lawyer whose clients included John D. Rockefeller, the founder of Standard Oil (and of the University of Chicago, my employer), told the *Newark Evening News* that a strict interpretation of the legislation “would halt all business in New Jersey.” Others fretted about the effects on the state’s finances. “Don’t Kill the Goose,” screamed the headline on an editorial in the *Daily State Gazette*. “Proper regulation of corporations cannot
be reasonably objected to by anybody,” the newspaper noted, “but there seems to be no demand from the people for corporation laws that will drive a great source of revenue from this to some other state.”17 But Wilson and his supporters were unmoved. The bills were quickly passed, and one of Wilson’s final acts as governor was to sign them into law. Once in Washington, he took up his predecessors’ attempts to extend the federal government’s oversight of corporations, proposing a federal licensing law in 1919 and 1920. Congress demurred. (The echoes of Hamilton and Jefferson’s original disagreement continued to simmer over the coming decades, bubbling up again in the early 1940s in an effort for a federal incorporation law. Calls for increased federal regulation returned in the 1970s but went nowhere.)

Wilson had moved on to a bigger stage, but the Daily State Gazette’s warning proved prescient. The number of corporations chartered in New Jersey declined rapidly and state revenues from franchise taxes plummeted, falling by more than $600,000 between 1913 and 1919.

Thus was Delaware, which had long coveted its neighbor’s position as “the mother of trusts,” reborn as America’s incorporation capital.18 It had not been an innovator. It had copied New Jersey’s statutes, and only cemented its leading position once New Jersey dropped out of the few-strings-attached incorporation business.

Wilson’s legislation had not even hit its mark. Since they were not retrospective, the laws failed to rein in big trusts. Existing New Jersey–based holding companies, such as US Steel and Standard Oil, were left untouched.

For New Jersey, there was little upside and a great deal of downside. Because of Wilson’s efforts, spurred by campaign-trail barbs from Teddy Roosevelt, the state had thrown away its business-friendly reputation. All the benefits accrued to Delaware, which rapidly took off as the new leading state for incorporation.

By 1919, New Jersey realized what it had done. Its legislature hurriedly repealed the Seven Sisters. But it was too late. New Jersey had actually been losing business since before the legislation was
passed,¹⁹ and the trend had exacerbated so quickly that the state
could not win the business back.

Meanwhile, Delaware had learned two important lessons. First,
never let internal political debate endanger the incorporation busi-
ness. In spite of its small size, the state had always been riven by
social and political tensions. To this day, its leaders are vigilant and
anxious about anything or anyone who might upset its social order
or economic position. Second, Delaware learned that its neighbors’
loss could be its gain. As we’ll see, the First State became a specialist
in taking advantage of other states.

Wilson’s gift set Delaware on the road to becoming a facilitator of
corporate secrecy, a host to money laundering and ill-gotten gains,
and a harbor for criminals and tax dodgers.

Most Americans know no more than two things about Delaware:

1. It’s where President Joe Biden is from
2. There is a lot of business activity there—they’ve heard of
   “Delaware corporations” or companies going to bankruptcy
court in Delaware

Actually, many Americans don’t even associate Delaware with
the second point—only the first. But the two are intimately con-
nected. To get a complete picture of our forty-sixth president,
you need to understand where he is from—and that means under-
standing the industry that has come to underpin the economy of
Delaware.

Delaware isn’t the sort of place that typically inspires dreams
or makes its way onto tourist bucket lists, like San Francisco, New
Orleans, or the Grand Canyon (as famously parodied in an iconic
scene from the 1992 comedy movie Wayne’s World).

But even if you’ve never been there, you probably have many
connections to Delaware. Most of us do. Delaware is inescapable.
Delaware is everywhere.
If you bought this book (or anything else) on Amazon, you’re giving money to a corporation registered in Delaware. If you used Google to find out about the book, you used a service run by a company incorporated in Delaware (as is its parent company, Alphabet). Perhaps you prefer shopping in real stores, so you went to Walmart. That too is incorporated in Delaware. If you’re more upscale and went to Whole Foods, it’s owned by Amazon, so that takes you back to Delaware. If you used a credit card to make your purchase, your credit card issuer may very well be incorporated in Delaware. If you got there in an Uber, you were generating revenue for a Delaware company. You may well be on Facebook or Twitter, which are also Delaware corporations. If you’ve saved money in a retirement account, like half of all working Americans, your funds are very likely invested in a range of companies incorporated in Delaware. If you have a student loan, your lender may well be a Delaware corporation. If you have a brokerage account to buy stocks, both your broker and most of the companies whose stock you’re buying are likely incorporated in Delaware. Even if you just have a bank account, there’s a good chance your bank is incorporated in Delaware. If you’ve ever given money to a US presidential campaign or a political action committee, it might well have been registered in Delaware. If you’ve ever bought anyone a gift card and they failed to spend all of it, you may have inadvertently paid into Delaware’s public coffers.

To see how connected you are to Delaware, just think of the name of a company you do business with—a company whose stock you own, or the bank where your salary gets paid, or where you regularly shop. Type that name into a search engine (registered in Delaware or otherwise) and add “Edgar” and “10K.” If it’s a public company, you should easily find a document that the corporation is required to file annually with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the federal agency that regulates financial markets. At the top the document states where the company is incorporated. Once you start looking, you’ll likely see the extent of your connections to Delaware. (You can also check out companies at opencorporates.com, a free database of company registrations.)
In fact, two-thirds of the companies included in the Fortune 500—the biggest companies listed on America’s stock market—are registered in Delaware, accounting for about 45 percent of the United States’ gross domestic product. They are global corporations that sell American products and services all around the world, employ tens of millions of people, and coordinate vast and complex international supply chains. They make money in a wide variety of ways, but one thing most of them have in common is their connection to Delaware.

For a sense of Delaware’s relative importance, let’s imagine what the Fortune 500 would look like without corporations registered in Delaware. Here are the other states where America’s biggest companies choose to incorporate:

![Bar chart showing the number of Fortune 500 companies by state excluding Delaware in 2018.](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Number of Fortune 500 Companies by State (excluding Delaware) 2018.
The proportion of stock exchange–listed companies registered in Delaware has been growing over time. In the 1960s, 30 percent of companies listing for the first time on the New York Stock Exchange incorporated in Delaware. By the late 1990s, 77 percent of such companies chose the state as their corporate home. By 2018, the figure was 82 percent. By 2020, it was 93 percent.

Publicly listed companies are just the beginning. The state has more registered businesses than residents—about 1.6 million companies in a state with a population of less than a million. Some 250,000 businesses register for the first time in Delaware each year—an average of 683 a day. Most of these are not large corporations that trade

FIGURE 2. Number of Fortune 500 Companies by State Incorporation 2018.
on the stock market, but instead are formed as structures such as limited liability companies. LLCs began spreading in the late 1980s and are now one of the leading legal structures of US businesses. And they make up more than 70 percent of Delaware’s new business registrations. In 2020, there were 180,376 new LLCs registered in the state, compared to 51,747 corporations.

LLCs have a number of advantages over traditional corporations. They can be used to pay less tax. They’re more lightly regulated, so there’s less paperwork to fill out. They have a lot of freedom to decide how to structure their management: in Delaware, an LLC’s operating agreement need not be written down. It can be verbal, or even just implied. And you don’t need a group of people to start a company—even an individual can form an LLC.

So it’s a combination of both LLCs and corporations that have chosen to register in Delaware more than any other location. This is why Delaware matters. It is a critical component of the capitalist system. Think of Delaware as the closest thing the United States has to a registrar of corporate births, marriages, and deaths. Companies go there to get registered when they are first created. They go there to seek legal approval for mergers. They go there when they have legal disputes with each other. They go there when they enter bankruptcy. Delaware is for corporate life events.

While Delaware is, hands down, the business-formation capital of the United States, it is not, as it is sometimes mistakenly called, America’s corporate capital. That would imply that lots of corporations physically locate themselves in Delaware. They do not. The large number of incorporations doesn’t mean that any of these companies is actually based in Delaware or that they have much of a presence there. In fact, you’re very unlikely to have much of a connection with a company that has its headquarters in Delaware. There are exceptions. Perhaps you live in Delaware. And you may eat foods that contain ingredients made by DuPont, an industrial giant (albeit less gigantic since its parent company was broken into three in 2019) based on the Delaware River in Wilmington—ingredients such as guar gum, a thickening agent used in ice cream, packaged foods, lotions, and laxatives. But for the most part, companies that
are registered in Delaware are based in other US states or other countries. They get all the benefits of being in Delaware without actually having to locate there. And for the most part, the residents of Delaware have no more connection to “Delaware corporations” than the rest of us, and play little role in the incorporation industry.

So what does it actually mean to be incorporated or registered in Delaware?

It’s what is sometimes called a “legal fiction.” In fact, any company is a legal fiction, but given that most companies registered in Delaware do little actual business there, they might be considered more fictional than the norm. A company that is registered in Delaware can do business anywhere and doesn’t have any obligations to the state, other than to pay annual fees to the Delaware Department of Corporations. In some years that could be the only interaction a company has with Delaware. But in many cases, when it goes to court it will do so in Delaware and be subject to Delaware’s corporate laws. These state laws govern the company’s “internal affairs,” spelling out the rights of its shareholders and the duties of its managers. They guide what happens if there is a dispute between the company and some of its shareholders, or if a legal issue arises when another company tries to take it over, or if the company goes bankrupt. As we’ll see, there are reasons that companies like to go to court in Delaware, if they have to go to court at all.

One parallel for Delaware-style corporate legal fiction is in the maritime world, where jurisdictions such as Panama and Liberia offer to register ships and fly flags for countries looking to evade international sanctions.

As a tiny state, Delaware has thrived as an exporting economy. In the seventeenth century, one of the state’s top exports was tobacco; in the eighteenth century, wheat and lumber; in the nineteenth century, peaches; in the twentieth century, chemicals. Nowadays, Delaware’s main export is laws. The standards set in Delaware govern a great deal of life in the United States and across the world. “The main benefit of Delaware incorporation is freedom from restriction by the corporate laws of other states and countries,” argues UCLA’s Lynn LoPucki. “The ‘internal affairs’ of a corporation are governed
by the law of the state or country of incorporation. For a Delaware corporation, that means Delaware law, regardless of where in the world the corporation actually does business.”

If Delaware is such an important part of America’s (and, therefore, the world’s) corporate landscape, why is it so rarely discussed, outside of legal conferences, executive boardrooms, and analyst meetings? It may be because what goes on there seems obscure, complex, and arcane. It may also be because Delaware likes it that way. It wants to fly under the radar, largely unnoticed and taken for granted. It wants to be like background noise or telephone hold music, something that we tune out and live with, something whose ubiquity we don’t even notice.

But Delaware’s influence on US corporate life is immense. Its corporate code is the United States’ corporate code. It has effectively set the rules on how much interest credit card companies can charge their customers. It has helped companies and wealthy individuals avoid paying taxes, harming the public finances of other US states. It has shielded the illicit and unethical use of corporate entities.

If you care about tax dodging, if you care about how corporations behave and how to hold them accountable, if you care about regulating the financial sector, if you care about the secret funding that flows into US political campaigns, if you are even just curious about what happens to the money on gift cards when the cards themselves get lost down the back of the sofa and the money is never spent, you should care about Delaware.

John Cassara describes the weary resignation with which he and his colleagues responded to their failure to secure financial information from one of the smallest states in their country. “The culture was: there’s nothing weird about this,” he says. “I’m not going to go to my superiors to question it. The general reaction at FinCEN was just to shrug our shoulders and say, ‘This is just embarrassing.’ We were all aware that Delaware was Delaware and there’s not much anybody can do about it. Nobody can crack that nut.”
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